ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS
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"... located at the intersection of the Grand Boulevard and the main Avenue of the Quartier. Instead of blocking off these routes with a monolithic mass, the Mairie, as a symbol of centralized power, is fractured by the most public routes — its various functions being fragmented into each of the corners. The intersection itself is crowned by the assembly chamber which is lifted on a forest of columns. A precise dialectic of solid and void is established. The urban spatial context defines the building Type, which in turn produces a sense of 'place' — qualifying and defining the abstract order of the public space. Thus the production of architecture (and of Meaning) finds here its social and physical place.""
masses of the building to its two disengaged components, the greater of the two being the domed assembly chamber, uncompromisingly strong and alone.

Architecture's social and public roles become more active in two of James Stirling and Partner's German museum projects. In Dusseldorf, Stirling detaches the building's main entrance to a pavilion that animates a square, acknowledges the axis of a street and is visually related to a courtyard in the heart of the building but which is nonetheless in the public domain by way of a pedestrian street. Stirling takes this one step further in Stuttgart. Here the program demanded a pedestrian link between two of the diagonal extremities of the site. This condition is met by taking the path into and around a circular sculpture court and then out the other side. Thus pedestrian access is accommodated in a way that brings him sensorially into the museum without actually having to set foot in it. The art of a public museum is thus accessible to Its public on their own ground. The spatial and sequential experience of the city is greatly enriched.

Strangely surreal is Carlo Aymonino's project for the Prager Platz in Berlin (IBA '84). One of the many reminders of war, the Prager Platz was once a presentable part of the city. Now it is a scab, hardened, but not yet replaced by new skin. Its round shape receives five converging streets. Aymonino's scheme naturally builds up to these streets but instead of leaving the Platz itself open, he elects to put in an open-air theatre connected to the circumscribing buildings by bridge. The communicative nature of the performance is thus acknowledged and even strengthened by its placement in the centre of a web of roads. Thus the cityscape serves as the ultimate backdrop.

Leon Krier takes the disarticulation of a building to an extreme and logical end with his project of a school in St. Quentin in France. Here he has completely severed the school's functional components into single buildings and arranged them according to their relative importance in the form of a little city, each building analogous to a block and defining the school's streets and squares. The bridging element is gone and the building is not one.

Accumulating all these experiences it is possible to envision an imaginary city where daily occurrences are intertwined with the city's bones. A citizen in his everyday itinerary passes through a succession of public spaces of varying types and models. The urban tissue, viewed as a solid piece, is punctured, tunneled through and chiseled by the connected voids of the public realm. This skeletal network of public spaces is also a network of public buildings. The square is a street and the building is both.
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